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Abstract: 

Disasters are part of our lives. It is impossible to live in a totally risk free environment. In September 2014 unprecedented floods in 

Jammu & Kashmir tell the tale of human misery not witnessed by this  state in over 100 years. The devastation caused by the floods 

was terrible. It claimed over three hundred human lives  and destroyed everything that came in its way-residential houses, schools, 

colleges, hospitals, paddy fields, orchards, government, business and commercial establishments. The destruction around has left the 

entire society traumat ized. The signs of history, art, culture, heritage, architecture and pristine natural beauty stand ruined. It was a 

disaster of international ramifications a case on urban flooding and need to be studied worldwide. Kashmir suffered losses in excess of 

one trillion INR. Across the State, 125,000 families have been affected, 5642 villages were affected across the State and 800 villages 

remained sub-merged for over two weeks. More than 350000 structures – mostly residential houses  – have been damaged. State 

government has projected a 44000 crore INR for relief and rehabilitation. Breaches at different locations along river Jhelum made it  

worse. Flood control department of our state was nowhere. A great lesson both people and government need to learn is to be prepared 

and to take into account pre-flood mitigation techniques so that next time floods should not be able to cause such large scale 

destruction.  There is a need for an Eco-sensitive Development in the Fragile Himalayan and Pir Panjal Environment.  Serious efforts 

are required to make d isaster preparedness an important agenda of governance. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A natural hazard becomes a disaster when it affects a human 

population that is exposed and vulnerable. The occurrence and 

extent of disasters thus depends on three basic variables: hazard;  

exposure; and vulnerability. A natural disaster is the occurrence 

of an extreme hazardous event that impacts on communities 

causing damage, disruption and casualties, and leaving the 

affected communities unable to function normally without 

outside assistance. Natural disasters like flood, earthquake, 

landslide,, cyclone, forest fire, volcanic eruption and major 

accidents are quite common in different parts of the world. 

These lead to the loss of life, property damage and socio-

economic destruction. According to a 2004 report by the United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP), about 75 percent of 

the world’s population was affected at least once by natural 

disasters during the 20 year period from 1980 to 2000. Nature 

presents humankind with a set of opportunities and risks which 

vary greatly in their spatial distribution. The aim of the present 

study is to analyze the 2014 flood of Kashmir valley, Jammu and 

Kashmir. Kashmir Valley has a moderate climate, which is 

largely defined by its geographic location, with the 

towering Karakoram Range in the north, Pir Panjal Range in the 

south and west and Zanskar Range in the east. It can be 

generally described as cool in the spring and autumn, mild in the 

summer and cold in the winter.  As a large valley with 

significant differences in geo-location among various districts, 

the weather is often cooler in the hilly areas compared to the flat 

lower part. Summer is usually mild and fairly dry, but relat ive 

humid ity is generally high and the nights are cool. The 

precipitation occurs throughout the year and no month is 

particularly dry. Jhelum originates from Verinag spring in 

Anantnag and after passing through Srinagar it flows into Wular 

lake and then passing through Baramula and Uri it flows to 

Pakistan. Kashmir valley is divided into three sub-regions 

including South Kashmir (Anantnag, Kulgam, Pu lwama and 

Shopian, Central Kashmir (Srinagar, Budgam and Ganderbal 

districts), North Kashmir (Baramulla, Bandipora and Kupwara 

districts) The Jhelum River is the only major Himalayan river 

which flows through the Kashmir valley. River Jhelum 

originates from Verinag spring in Anantnag and after passing 

through Srinagar it flows into Wular Lake and then passing 

through Baramula and Uri it flows to Pakistan. The total 

catchment area spreads in seven districts namely Anantnag, 

Pulwama, Srinagar, BUdgam, Baramulla, Kupwara, and Poonch. 

The Lidder River is the biggest tributary of Jhelum and is fed by 

a large number of glaciers. Jhelum is joined by many small 

streams like Brengi, Vishow, Rambiara, Wanbran, Aripal, 

Romeshi etc. In South Kashmir topography is steep, followed by 

plains of Central Kashmir and then again a steeper slope in 

North Kashmir. River Jhelum flows rapidly in South region then 

it flows very slowly in Central reg ion and then again at rapid 

pace in North reg ion. 

 

1.1 History  of floods 

 Floods in Jammu and Kashmir aren’t exactly an uncommon 

phenomenon, if history and indeed its geography are to be 

believed. The state has seen an unprecedented amount of 

rainfall, resulting in its worst floods since 1959. Floods in the 

state are invariably linked to the Jhelum River and its history of 

crossing the danger mark, its streams and rivulets overflowing 

and thereby inundating the “Valley” (south Kashmir) in the 

process. While the scale of devastation caused by these floods is 

nothing short of massive, with over 200 people having lost their 
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lives so far, the Valley, along with the Jammu region has, over 

time witnessed floods occurring at regular intervals. Many 

disastrous floods are noticed in vernacular histories, but the 

greatest was the terrible inundation which fo llowed the slipping 

of the Khadanyar Mountains below Baramula in AD 879. The 

channel of the Jhelum River was blocked and a large part of the 

valley was submerged.” The other major flood to affect Kashmir 

happened in 1841, “caused heavy damage to life and property.” 

However, the first flood of devastating proportions to hit the 

state came half a century later in  1893, when 52 hours of 

continuous and warm rainfall, beginning 18 July, caused a “a 

great calamity” The Valley also recorded major floods at the turn 

of the century, with the most devastating one coming 10 years 

after the 1893 disaster. The floods, which in the day were 

classified as the “greatest flood ever known”, came down the 

Valley and Srinagar on 23 July 1903, converting the city into “a 

whole lake”. In 1929, the Valley grappled with yet another major 

flood, which main ly affected parts of what, is today Pakistan-

occupied Kashmir. Kashmir has had a long history of floods 

from 1905 to 1959; the state was hit by floods 14 times. In 

August-September of 1957, a major flood submerged the entire 

valley. Two years later in July 1959, the state witnessed a 

massive ‘glacial’ flood when four days of incessant rains lashed 

the valley. There were occurrence of floods in the following 

three decades but the floods of 1992 that hit the state were of 

unprecedented fury. The floods were devastating in terms of 

casualties. The cloudburst of August 6th, 2010 triggered flash 

floods after a night of heavy downpour. While the duration of 

the heavy downpour was only half an hour, the devastation 

caused by the cloudburst was massive. 

 

1.2 Tributaries of the river Jhelum 

1. Bringhi originates from glaciers of Sinthan in Anantnag 

district. 
 

2. Vishav is fed by lhe Kaunsarnag Lake which is about 3 Kms 

long. It joins the Jhelum below Bijbehara. Kounsarnag is at an 

elevation of about 4000 metres above sea level in the Panjal 

Mountains to the south of Kashmir,  
 

2. Romush is another tributary of the Jhelum. It flows from 

Kharmarg to Pakharpur and flowing 

Towards north-east. It jo ins the Jhelum at 75 deg. East longitude. 
 

3. Dudganga is another tributary of the Jhelum that flows from 

Ludurmarg and rises in the central Pir Pan jal near Tata Kuti 

Mountain. 

 
Figure.1. Location map of the study area. Site Ups tream Jhelum (USJ) (Sangam in Anantnag) and Downstream Jhelum (DSJ) 

(Baramullla)  
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4. Sukhang is another important tributary. It rises near Gulmarg 

and irrigates a large area. 
 

5. Lidder is one of the largest tributaries of the Jhelum. It flows 

in a swift narrow stream from Sheeshnag Lake to the east of 

Pahalgam. 
 

6. Ferozpur is  an important water-way in the western mountains 

of Baramulla-Gulmarg area. It collects water from many 

mountain streams, s mall lakes and springs. This mountainous 

area is mostly full of snow even in summer.  
 

7. Sind has its source in the Inner Himalayas at Dras and after it 

is fed by the Gangabal Lake Lying at Harmukh Mountain (5150 

meters), it joins the Jhelum at Shadipur 
 

2. FLOODS OF 2014 IN KASHMIR VALLEY 
 

The Kashmir valley especially the Jhelum valley floor has the 

vast tracts of land comprising of alluvial soil. In the Kashmir 

valley, the soils vary from clayey loams to loams .During winter 

months from December to February snowfall takes place, from 

March to May spring season comes with little to moderate rains, 

from June to August summer season is there with pleasant 

sunshine and from September to November autumn season is 

there.   Heavy rainfall caused flash flooding with localized 

damage across the state, landslides, which impacted on 

communit ies and road connectivity and widespread flooding in 

the Kashmir Valley. Flood waters breached embankments in 

many low-ly ing areas in Kashmir, including the capital Srinagar, 

forcing people to move to safer places. The Jhelum River, 

Chenab and many other streams have been flowing above danger 

mark. The worst affected districts are Srinagar, Anantnag, 

Baramulla, Pu lwama, Ganderbal, Kulgam, Budgam, Rajouri, 

Poonch and Reasi. To date (September 21. Onset of monsoon 

over J&K reg ion takes place bym1st July  and withdraws by mid-

September. On September 4th, 2014 J&K experienced 30hour 

long rainfall that has broken the record of many decades; the 

major parts of the state recorded an average of more than some 

aspects of catastrophic rain  fall in  J&K. Some parts of the state 

experienced more than 650mm of rainfall in 3 days. Even 

moderate rainfall was also recorded in Ladakh region. Three 

hydrological stations on the Jhelum River had detected serious 

danger. Less than 50km upstream of Srinagar, the Sangam 

station, operated by Central Water Commission (CWC) 

indicated water levels had risen by 5.7m on 3rd September to 

10.13m on September 4th, the Ram Munshi Bagh station nearer 

the capital registered an increase of 3m in the water level 

between the afternoons of September 3rd and 4th and the 

Safapora hydrological station also reported a similar jump on the 

same days. This abnormal rise in water level informat ion was 

passed on to the local administration but they did not take this 

warning seriously as these CWC stations are not supposed to be 

flood forecasting stations.  

 

 
Figure .2. TRMM TMPA satellite-derived rainfall estimates from 3 to 6 September 2014 
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According to Indian Meteorological Department, J&K is 

supposed to receive an average rainfall o f 100mm in September 

but the figure recorded in the initial days of the month was 

400mm. However, there was no one to interpret the data and 

issue a warning.  The National Disaster Management Authority 

(NDMA) maps for flood-prone regions does not include J&K 

despite the state being flood-prone .Due to the monsoon rains the 

water-table has risen to a considerable level prior to September, 

thus when rains started less infiltration took place and resulting 

in heavy runoff discharge. In South Kashmir major tributaries of 

river Jehlum meet at Sangam (which include brengi,  sandrain, 

kathu, lidder,ranbiare and vishav ) all those were flowing above 

danger mark. Jeh lum continues  its journey and more and more 

tributaries jo in with it, till it is drained in Wular Lake (Asia’s 

largest fresh water Lake). Earlier recorded floods on the Jhelum 

were almost 100,000 cusecs of discharge recorded at Sangam 

and about 80,000 cusecs recorded during the 1928 floods. There 

are no reliab le discharge statistics available for them1959 floods 

though some reports suggest that the discharge was almost 

100,000 cusecs at Sangam. While as, during the 2014 floods 

discharge at Sangam was highest ever recorded on 6th 

September 1,35,000 cusecs. The carrying capacity of Jhelum in 

Srinagar city is about 35,000 cusecs and another 15,000 in the 

supplementary channel. About 60 major and minor roads have 

been cut off and over 30 bridges washed away. The violent and 

needless disturbance wreaked upon the state of Jammu and 

Kashmir by these floods can be gauged by the heart wrenching 

deaths and displacement of victims along with substantial 

financial losses. Nearly 5642 villages were affected by flood and 

800 v illages were completely submerged mostly in South 

Kashmir. Majority of Srinagar city was also flooded as shown in 

the Figure-3 and Figure-4. About 6,000 km of road length has 

been damaged while 3,000 water supply schemes were 

affected.6 Thousands of animals were died  

during flood in J&K.  

 
Figure. 3. Inundation of various areas around River Jhelum on 10 September 2014. 

 

3. PREVENTION AND MITIGATION 
 

No one is aware about when again floods will come and what 

will be there intensity, what  we can do is to take steps to reduce 

the devastating effects of floods which include:- 
 

1. A flood spillway should be taken up urgently. Mathematical 

and physical modeling needs to be carried out to understand the 

feasibility of the bypass channel. Hydraulic in frastructure needs 

to be installed at Sangam in case of flood channel. 
 

2. Encroachments along the watercourses, lakes and wetlands 

need to be stopped forthwith and dealt accordingly to the rule of 

the land. 
 

3. Need for restoration of the Wular Lake and all other Lakes of 

the Valley through an integrated scientific p lan. 

4. The existing inland waterways that pass through the Srinagar 

city needs to be strengthened by raising and strengthening 

embankments. 

 

5. Resurrecting and dredging are two important 

recommendations so as to increase the discharge carrying 

capacity of river Jehlum and its respective tributaries. 

 

6. Watershed management needs to be integrated with the flood 

hazard management and mit igation for the state of Kashmir 

Valley. 

 

7. A storage basin is significant as the main tributaries of the 

Jhelum – Lidder, Romshi, Veshu and Rembiara – jo in the 

Jhelum in south Kashmir at almost same place in Sangam.  
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8. Appropriate sediment estimations models, hydrological and 

hydraulic models need to be run for the Jhelum in order to 

simulate sediment inputs, flood inundation depth and patterns 

and quantification of the hydrological processes. 

 

9. To construct engineering structures such as Piano Key Weirs  

reducing the velocity of the water at the outlet of the watershed. 

 

10.  A forestation process significantly controls flood. 

Afforestation will not only help in flood control, but will also 

address soil erosion. 

 

4. CONCLUS IONS  

 

We have to do everything to avoid anthropogenic augmentation 

of floods, to behave in a manner to mit igate potential risks for 

people and valuable goods. We have to make people aware of 

potential and actual risks in order to induce their precautionary 

actions. Further-more, fight against flood damages can have 

positive effects in different other policy fields like nature 

conservation for instance. The plan should be based on an 

integrated approach covering all relevant aspects of water 

management, physical planning, land use, agriculture, transport 

and urban development, nature conservation, at all levels 

(national, regional and local). In the development of a flood 

management plan, decision makers at all levels (local, regional, 

national and international) as well as stakeholders and civil 

society should be involved.  
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